A GEOIMAGE CASE STUDY

NSW Government
Digital Mosaic

OBJECTIVES
A 800,000km2 state-wide digital mosaic using satellite
imagery was created for the New South Wales Government
to support the NSW Vegetation monitoring program of
native vegetation and land management compliance.

SOLUTIONS
Geoimage has produced state-wide mosaics and
associated deliverables for NSW State Government since
2005. The satellite imagery supplied from Airbus Defence
and Space using 3 satellites across nearly two decades.
These include SPOT-5 to SPOT-6 as well as their later
launched SPOT-7 in 2014.
With SPOT-5, pairs of raw 2.5m panchromatic / 10m
multispectral (false colour) imagery underwent a
standard set of processes including orthorectification,
pansharpening, colourisation and mosaicking. Up to 350
of these scene pairs were required for a full coverage

of New South Wales, which Geoimage used to generate
a suite of scenes, 1:250k tile and state-wide mosaic
products. Later upon the satellite launches of SPOT 6 and 7,
(2012 and 2014 respectively), imagery was captured at
1.5m panchromatic and 6m multispectral resolutions for all
swathes.

Key Facts
AOI: NSW State
Area Size: 800,000km2

Coverage: New South Wales

(including Lord Howe Island)

Product: Satellite imagery

Processing Service:
• Orthorectification
• Pansharpening
• Mosaicking

Satellite Used: SPOT-5,

6 & 7 (Airbus Defence and
Space)

Geoimage is a leading independent
specialist in satellite imagery and
geospatial solutions with long-term
and trusted client relationships of
over 30 years. Geoimage upholds
high-quality standards and
continues to deliver accurate and
reliable satellite imagery for a wide
range of end use cases. Geoimage
conducts regular anonymous
customer feedback surveys and
responses from customers
demonstrate a high level of
satisfaction. Combined with the
high percentage of repeat
customers

Geoimage developed several

innovative in-house efficiencies,
automations and quality checks

which allowed our team to reduce
the total delivery time.

Our experience in processing

and delivering the NSW statewide
mosaic over the decades

demonstrates our aptitude in

undertaking large-scale projects

on a regular basis, while ensuring
delivery of reliable imagery. This

includes optimising processes to
ensure efficiency.

The developed mosaics have
been used for a variety of

projects. Some of these include

monitoring regrowth of vegetation
and clearances. Also evaluating

emergency access points of road
systems during fire seasons.
The highly skilled geospatial

processing team at Geoimage

enjoy creating seamless digital

mosaics on large or small projects.

